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Bangladeshi photographer's Wuhan story
By Helen

A former Xinhua
photographer in the
Bangladesh branch,
Shariful Islam has an
extraordinary ability
to capture beautiful
moments in daily life
and the culture of
Wuhan and China at
large. He revealed
that upon
graduation, he will
host a Wuhanthemed photo
exhibition in
Huazhong University
of Science and
Technology.

Intern Wang Yushi

Former Xinhua photographer becomes student

Shariful Islam at East Lake
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Name: Shariful Islam
Nationality: Bangladeshi
Time spent in Wuhan:
Three years
Occupation: Doctoral
student at Huazhong
University of Science and
Technology

Islam worked as a full-time photographer for the
Xinhua News Agency in Bangladesh from 2010 and 2016.
One of the highlights of his photographic career came in
December 2016 When President Xi Jinpins visit to
Bangladesh. Islam recalled that President Xi made a twoday visit to his country between October 14 and 15 and
wherever Xi visited, he was present to capture the key
moments, such as Xi's handshake with Bangladesh's Prime
Minister Sheih Hasina, and the signing of bilateral
agreements between the two sides. "I was very close.
Sometimes when I was taking pictures of the president, I
felt like he knew, and nodded to me. The feeling was
wonderful and I was really happy." Islam said that after he
came to China, and shared that experience with his Chinese
friends, all of them expressed jealousy, saying how lucky
he was.
Shortly after taking photos for President
Xi's state visit, Islam came to study at HUST
with the support of the Chinese government
scholarship.
When talking about the decision to quit his
job in order to pursue higher learning in China,
Islam said that he broke his ankle in 2016 and
was at a loss about his future. "I covered many
news stories and knew that many students in
my country had received Chinese government
scholarships," Islam said, adding that his Chinese
boss, his friend working in the Chinese Embassy
in Bangladesh, and his professor at the
university all suggested that he apply for the
scholarship because he was still very young,
and a PhD degree would provide him
with more opportunities in the future.

Love of East Lake

Islam described his life in
Wuhan as excellent as his
professor is "very nice" and

the Chinese he has met are all very friendly and warmhearted. "When I got lost and needed direction, or had
difficulties in understanding due to my poor Chinese, they
are always ready to help," he said. Another admirable
aspect about the Chinese people, Islam said, is the deep
love he observed between Chinese lovers and couples. "I
personally think the Chinese are more innocent and sincere
towards love and marriage."
Apart from study, Islam enjoys walking along East Lake
and other scenic spots in Wuhan in his spare time, taking
photos or riding around on a bicycle. In his eyes, East Lake
is the most impressive and Wuhan is his favorite city in
China. "I ride a Hellobike or an OFO bicycle to East Lake
every week, specifically in the section near Wuhan University.
" He mentioned that he completed a 38-kilometer-long
greenway route along the lake within six hours on a spring
day in 2017. "I read from somewhere that East Lake is one
of the largest urban lakes in China, so I decided to explore
it deeper and finish the complete route." Islam said that he
enjoyed himself a lot while riding and taking pictures along
East Lake during the trip. "I have never been to big lakes
before. East Lake must be one of the best."

Exhibition plan
As a keen photographer, Islam is actively involved in
activities in and out of the school and has taken many
photos about Wuhan and many other Chinese cities he
visited. The photos he took include scenery photos, and
also the daily life and cultural aspect of Wuhan. He has, for
example, taken photos of students dressed in graduation
gowns or posing with their degree certificates in front of
the school gate, the library, and other landmark buildings on
campus. He has also captured performance during the
school's international cultural festivals.
This June, Islam has taken around 500 photos of
graduation ceremonies for foreign graduates of HUST and
helped take photos for some Chinese graduates as well.
"They all looked very happy, excited and hold great
expectations for their future life under the camera," he said.
Sharif expects to finish his P.hD. study in March 2020.
After graduation, he plans to work at the University of
Dhaka as a teacher of media and communication. He said
that before graduation, he plans to host a photo exhibition,
in HUST themed "Beautiful Wuhan", and another one
themed "Beautiful China" in his home country. "I love
Wuhan, and I feel I will miss it very much then."

A group of dancers and musicians at East Lake near Wuhan University
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